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 But there is a limit to how long you can have this video. 3. Websites Social network websites like Facebook, Google+, and
others have a different kind of messaging facility known as chatbot. These are applications that are capable of giving you a

message from a person or a service in real time. You can communicate with it, ask questions, and get the response. You can ask
your friends on Facebook or Google+ for a recommendation. All of this can be achieved with the use of chatbot. 4. Email We

can send our photos, texts, and videos via email. But we don’t really need to. What we are missing is a desktop or mobile
application that will allow us to send something from the place we are at, without having to leave it. With email, you can do all
of this. 5. Instant Messaging It is a type of communications, which happens in real time. You can send text, photos, audio, or

video at a moment’s notice. But here, too, you are missing a good application, because you cannot reply to messages right after
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they’ve been sent. The messaging application allows you to do all of this. 6. Web Apps A web app is a mobile application that
can be downloaded from the web. You can use these in real time. You can send or receive text, photos, or even audio or video.
All of this can be done through a web app. 7. Photo-based Messaging We can use photo apps or photo messaging apps in our

messaging platforms. These apps can allow us to send or receive photos. You can even make a feature of social networking and
use it to send photos to your friends. All of this can be done through a photo app or messenger. 8. Talk/Text (Voice) Messaging
Talk/Text messaging is also a messaging platform. You can send text to a number of people, or a group of people. These apps

can work through SMS, Voice, WhatsApp, Viber, and other similar apps. With a good messaging platform, we can send
messages through voice, and this can also work as an app. Conclusion When you’re going to use any of these messaging

platforms, make sure to keep in mind the type of message you want to send, and why you want to 82157476af
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